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ANALYTIC MAPPINGS ON HYPERFINITE SETS
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(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. Let S and T be hyperfinite sets in an N]-saturated nonstandard

universe. The following are equivalent:

m   1*1 ~ l(l)  rff ~ • •
(ii) There is a bijection from 5 onto  T whose graph is Borel (over the

internal subsets of S x T).

This follows from somewhat more general results about analytic partial func-

tions on hyperfinite sets, the proofs of which use Choquet's theorem on the

capacitibility of analytic sets.

This paper includes: proofs of the above results; an elementary direct con-

struction for extensions of internal set functions to capacities; and a surprising

corollary asserting the nonexistence of ergodic Borel transformations of a Loeb

probability space.

Introduction

This paper is a contribution to a relatively new subject, descriptive set theory
on hyperfinite sets, whose importance derives especially from its relation to the

Loeb measure construction in nonstandard analysis. The necessary background

concerning this subject can be found in [9]. The specific problem that moti-

vated the research that is presented here is the following: Let S and T be

hyperfinite sets in an Ki-saturated nonstandard universe. (We always assume

that hyperfinite sets are externally infinite in this paper.) When does there exist

a bijection from S onto T whose graph is a nicely definable subset of S x T ?

For example, when can the graph of such a bijection be taken to be a Borel set?

Some limiting results are proved in [9]. For example, if there is a bijection from

S onto T whose graph is a projective subset of S x T (or, more generally, a

countably determined set), then the internal cardinalities of S and T must

be of comparable size; i.e., the ratio card(r)/card(5') must be finite and not

infinitesimal. (It is also shown in [9] that if this condition is met, then there

is a countably determined bijection from S onto T; it is not known if there

exists a projective bijection in this case.)
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In this paper we give a complete answer to this question in the situation

where Borel bijections are considered: there exists a bijection from S onto T

whose graph is a Borel subset of S x T if and only if the ratio card(T)/ card(S)

is infinitely close to 1 (Theorem 1.3). We derive this result from a more funda-

mental result about analytic partial functions on hyperfinite sets (Theorem 1.2).

This result asserts that such mappings can be approximated by internal map-

pings. It is derived from a more general result about analytic subsets of S x T

(Theorem 1.1) whose proof uses a Choquet capacity argument that is interesting

in its own right. In an appendix (§3) we discuss the capacity construction that

underlies this argument; it is a generalization of the Loeb measure construction

[11]. This capacity construction has been used by the second author in earlier

papers [13, 14] and its existence has also been noticed by Bertossi [2]. In the

appendix we give a brief outline of a direct approach to this construction, and

we point out simplifications in the construction and in its properties that are

made possible by the conventional assumption that the nonstandard universe is

N, -saturated.
We also derive several other applications of Theorem 1.2, including a proof

that if / is a permutation of a hyperfinite set and if the graph of / is Borel,

then / cannot be an ergodic transformation with respect to any atomless Loeb

probability measure on the set.

Most of the results in this paper were proved during the March 1987, Ober-

wolfach meeting on nonstandard analysis, and the authors are grateful for the

opportunity that this meeting provided for them to work together. Subsequently

the methods have been refined and generalized by Zivaljevic in his thesis [16]

and in a series of papers [17-21].

Remark. If the nonstandard universe has the Ko-isomorphism property [5], then

for any hyperfinite sets S, T there always exists a bijection / from S onto
T that preserves internal sets in the sense that

X is internal if and only if f(X) is internal

for every subset X of S. In general this bijection cannot be Borel or even

projective or countably determined. However, it does give an isomorphism of

the entire hierarchy of Borel, projective, and countably determined subsets of

S onto the corresponding hierarchy over T. This shows that in a certain sense

(which is weaker than the one considered in this paper) all hyperfinite sets give

rise to the same descriptive set theoretic structure.

Our notation and basic formulation of nonstandard analysis is the usual; see

[1, 8, 10], for example. If S is a hyperfinite set then card(5") will denote its

internal cardinality. We regard internal finitely additive probability measures

on S as being defined on all internal subsets of S. Thus each such measure is

given by an internal mapping from S to the nonstandard real numbers > 0.

If k is such a measure then we denote the corresponding Loeb measure [ 11 ] by

L(k); this is a probability measure in the usual sense, defined on a er-algebra

of subsets of S that includes all internal subsets of S. In particular, we shall
make use of the Loeb counting measure on S; this is the measure L(k) where

k is defined for every internal subset X of S by k(X) — card(X)/ card(S').

The Borel hierarchy over the hyperfinite set S is defined as follows: Z[}(S) =

n§(5") = *P(S), the set of all internal subsets of S. For each countable ordinal
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number a, !%{S) is the set of all countable unions of sets, each of which is

in Fig(S) for some ft < a, and 11° (S) is the set of complements of sets in

I%(S). For each countable ordinal a, A0, = 1° n n° . A subset of S is a Borel

set if it is in E°(S) for some a. Equivalently, the Borel sets are those in the

smallest a -algebra of subsets of S that include the internal subsets of S.

The projective hierarchy over S is defined as follows: The set Z}(5) of

analytic sets over S is defined as the set of projections of sets that are Borel sets

over SxT for some hyperfinite set T. (Equivalently, a subset of S is analytic

over S if it can be obtained from a countable family of internal subsets of S

using the Souslin operation [6, 7, 9].) FIJ (5) is the set of complements of sets in

2} (5). The higher levels Zln(S) and 11^(5) of the projective hierarchy over S

are defined as usual (iterating the operations of projection and complementation

further). See [9] for details.
A subset X of S is countably determined [7] if there exist countably many

internal sets {An\n e N} such that X is in the complete Boolean algebra of

subsets of S that is generated by {An\n e N}. (In forming the complete
Boolean algebra, unions and intersections of arbitrary size are allowed.) It is

clear that every projective subset of S is countably determined, and it is easy

to show that the converse statement is false.

1. Main results

Theorem 1.1. Let S and T be hyperfinite sets and let F be an analytic subset of

SxT. Let n be an internal finitely additive probability measure on S and let
L(n) be the corresponding Loeb probability measure on S. Let n: S x T —> S

be the coordinate projection map. Then, for each standard real number 8 > 0,

there is an internal set E c F such that

L{h){k{E)) > L(n)(n(F)) - d.

Proof. Note that n(F) must be an analytic subset of S since F is analytic.
Therefore n(F) is L(/i)-measurable. The proof of Theorem 1.1 uses a capacity
argument. For each internal subset E of 5 x T we define Q>(E) = n(n(E)).

It is clear that <I> satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, with £1 = S x T

and &" — *P(Q); an easy argument is needed to show that <J> is increasing and

strongly subadditive. Therefore, we may define a Choquet capacity I on S xT
by setting

I{X) = inf{st(<D(£))|;r c E c S x T and E is internal}

for every subset X of S x T.

If E is internal and X c E c S x T, then n(X) c n(E) and, therefore,

L(n)(n(X))<st(Mn(E))) = st(<t>(E)).

It follows from the definition of / that L(fi)(n(X)) < I(X) By assumption

F is an analytic subset of S x T; in the present context this is the same as

saying that F is & -analytic (i.e., that F can be obtained from sets in & by

use of the Souslin operation) and, therefore, F is capacitable for the capacity

/. By Theorem 3.1 we have

I{F) = sup{st(4>(£))|£ c F and E is internal}.
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Therefore, for each standard real number 8 > 0, there exists an internal set

EcF such that st(<£(£)) > 1(F) -8> L{p.){n{F)) - 8 . Since E is internal,
st(<J>(2s)) = L(n)(n(E)) and we have the desired inequality.   □

Remark. In our main application of Theorem 1.1 we have hyperfinite sets S,

T as above and we have two internal finitely additive probability measures,

namely, p. (on S) and k (on T). Let ii\: S x T —► S and n^. S x T —> T
be the coordinate maps. Let F be an analytic subset of S xT. By applying

Theorem 1.1 twice, one time for each measure, we can obtain for each standard

real number 8 > 0 an internal set EcF such that

L(n){nx(E))>L{n)(nx{F))~8,

and

L(k)(n2(E)) > L(k)(n2(F)) - 8.

(If E' c F is obtained by applying Theorem 1.1 as stated and if E" c F is
obtained using the same argument for the measure k on T, then E = E' U E"

will satisfy both inequalities simultaneously.)

Theorem 1.2. Let S, T, p., and k be as in the preceding remark. Let A c S

and let f: A —> T be any function whose graph is an analytic subset of S x T.

(a) There is an internal set D c S, differing from A by an L(p)-null set, and

an internal function g: D -» T such that f(A) and g(D) differ by an L(k)-null

set and f = g L(p)-almost everywhere on A n D.
(b) If f is a 1-1 function, then D and g in (A) can be chosen so that,

in addition, g is a 1-1 function and f~l = g~l L(k)-almost everywhere on

f(A)ng(D).

Proof (a) Let F be the graph of f and let a = L{p)(A) and b = L(k){f{A)).
By the remark after Theorem 1.1 there exists an increasing sequence of inter-

nal sets G\ c <J2 c • • ■ c F such that for each standard natural number n,

L{p){iti{Gn)) > a - l/n and L{k)(n2{Gn)) > b - l/n. Each Gn is the graph
of an internal function gn that is the restriction of / to some internal set

D„ . The domain of gn has L(p)-measure > a- l/n and the range of gn has

L(p.) measure > b - l/n . Since our nonstandard model is assumed to be Nr

saturated, there must exist an internal function g: D —► T (for some internal

set D c S with p.(D) « a) with the property that gn is a restriction of g for

every standard n and such that k(g(D)) w b. It follows immediately that /

and g agree L(/i)-almost everywhere on A n D and that their ranges differ by
a set of L(k) measure 0, since they agree with gn on the domain of g„ for

each n .
(b) If / is 1-1 then the functions g„ will also be 1-1, and the saturation

argument in (a) can be modified to ensure that the additional requirements are

also met by g .   D

The motivation for this paper came from the problem of determining when

there could exist a bijection between hyperfinite sets 5" and T whose graph

is Borel. The complete answer, which is contained in the following theo-

rem, is that there exists a Borel bijection between 5 and T if and only if

st[card(r)/card(5')] = 1. Moreover, if this condition is met, then there exists

a bijection between S and T whose graph is a A° subset of 5x7.
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Theorem 1.3. (A) Let S and T be hyperfinite sets and let A be a subset of S.

Let f: A —> T be a function whose graph is an analytic subset of S x T.

(i) iff is surjective then st[card(r)/card(5)] < 1;
(ii) if A = S and f is 1-1, then st[card(r)/card(5)] > 1.

(B) Let S and T be hyperfinite sets such that st[card(r)/card(S)] = 1. Then

there is a bijection f from S onto T whose graph is a A^ subset of S x T.

Proof. (A) Let ks and kj be the internal counting measures on S and T,

respectively. Apply Theorem 1.2 to this situation, obtaining an internal function

g that maps a subset of S into T, which agrees L(k$)-almost everywhere with

/, and whose range differs from the range of / by a set of L(kT) measure 0;

if / is 1-1 then g should also be 1-1. An internal function g defined on an

internal set D obviously satisfies card(D) > card(g(.D)); if g is also 1-1 then

card(-D) = card(g(D)). The conclusions in part (A) follow immediately by a

simple calculation.

(B) Without loss of generality we may assume that there exist H, K € *N

such that H is infinite, S = {1, 2, ...,#}, and T = {1, 2, ...,H + K} .
The hypothesis implies that K/H is infinitesimal. Define f:S-*T by

J x if x/K is finite,

\ x + K   otherwise.

It is easy to see that / is a bijection and that the graph of / is the union of a
IPX set and a 11° set.   □

Problem 1.4. For which hyperfinite sets S and T does there exist a bijection

between 5 and T whose graph is a projective subset of 5 x T ? In particular,

when is there a 11J bijection from S onto Tl

In [9] a partial answer to this problem is given: if /: S —> T is a bijec-

tion such that the graph of / is countably determined, then card(S)/card(r)

is finite and not infinitesimal; that is, the standard part of this ratio is de-

fined and positive. Moreover, it is also shown in [9] that whenever the ratio

card(S)/card(!T) is finite and not infinitesimal, then there must exist a bijec-

tion from S onto T whose graph is countably determined. Since the class of

countably determined sets is much larger than the class of projective sets, this
does not fully answer Problem 1.4.

A. Sochor has explained to us that a result similar to the one in the previ-

ous paragraph has been obtained by Cuda and Vopenka [3] in the context of

Vopenka's Alternative Set Theory (AST) [15]. Since AST is a different formal

system from the usual set theoretic framework for nonstandard analysis, one

cannot convert proofs from one system directly into the other. However, the

countably determined sets discussed here are quite analogous to the real classes

in AST. Moreover, several results proved about real classes in [3] (see especially

pp. 645-653) are similar to results about countably determined sets that are
proved in [9].

Problem 1.5. Let T be a hyperfinite set. For which hyperfinite sets S does

there exist an analytic subset E of SxT such that E is universal for analytic

subsets of Tl (Universality here means that every analytic subset of T is of

the form {t\(s, t) € E} for some s e S.)
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Some information about Problem 1.5 is known. It follows from [9, Proposi-

tion 2.12] that if S satisfies the condition in Problem 1.5, then the ratio

card(1S)/2card(r)

is not infinitesimal. In the other direction, it is not hard to show that if
card(5) > 2"'card(r) for every standard n e N, then there does exist an analytic

subset E of S xT that is universal for all analytic subsets of T. (Suppose S

satisfies these bounds. For a small enough infinite natural number K, let Sq

be the set of all internal functions t from [jM<K{l ,2, ... , K}M into *P{T).

We regard Sq as the set of all internal trees of subsets of T having depth

K and branching width K. If K is small enough then card(Sb) < card(S').
Let E c So x T be the set of all pairs (t, t) such that for some a: N —> N,

t e f|neNT(a(l), ... , a(n)). Then E is analytic and the set {t\(x, t) e E} is
exactly the analytic subset of T that is obtained using the Souslin operation on

the tree of internal sets obtained by restricting t to sequences of standard nat-

ural numbers at finite depth in the tree. Hence E has the desired universality.)

2. ERGODIC TRANSFORMATIONS

Let ft be a hyperfinite set and let p be an internal finitely additive proba-

bility measure defined on all internal subsets of ft. In this section we assume

also that p is atomless; that is, for every co e ft we have p({co}) » 0. We

consider the Loeb measure L(p) that is obtained from p. L(ft) will denote

the a -algebra of all L(/i)-measurable subsets of ft; L(ft) contains *P(Q) and
also all L(p) null sets.

Let /: ft —> ft be a bijection that is measurable in the sense that for every

internal B c ft, both f(B) and f~\B) are in L(ft). Recall that such a
function is ergodic provided that for every B e L(ft) with L{p){BAf(B)) = 0,
either L(p){B) = 0 or L(p)(B) = 1. The main purpose of this section is to

prove that if the graph of the bijection / is a Borel subset of ft x ft then /

is not ergodic. This is a consequence of Theorem 1.2, which asserts that such

an / can be nicely approximated by an internal 1-1 function, together with the

fact that internal bijections cannot be ergodic.

Lemma 2.1. If f: ft —► ft is an internal bijection then f is not ergodic.

Proof. Since / is internal and bijective, ft can be partitioned into a hyperfinite

collection of disjoint * cycles, ft = Q U C\ U • • • U Cn , where each C, is of the

form {coj, f{oii), f2{(Dj), ... , /"'(&>,)} for some w, € ft and some «, e *N,

and fi+l {cot) - <y, for each i = 0, I, ... , N.
Let us first assume that L(p)(Cj) = 0 for all i — 0, 1, ... , N. Since p is

internal, there exists an m < N such that if we set E = Q U C\ U • • • U Cm_i

then p(E) < \ < p(E U Cm). But then / cannot be ergodic since f(E) = E

and L{p){E) = \ .
If the above case does not apply, then without loss of generality we may

assume that L(p)(Co) > 0. Since p is internal there must exist an n < no

such that if we set E - {(o0, /(&>o), •••, fn~l((0o)} then p(E) < j • p(Co) <

p{E\J{fn(coo)}) ■ In this case L(p){E) - ^-st(/z(C0)), which is strictly between

0 and 1. However, L(p)(EAf(E)) = L(p)({co0, fn(co0)}) = 0, showing that

/ is not ergodic in this case either.   □
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Theorem 2.2. // /: ft -* ft is a bijection and if the graph of f is a Borel subset

of ft x ft, then f is not ergodic.

Proof. By Theorem 1.2, / is equal L(p)-almost everywhere to an internal

1-1 function g: D -* T for some internal set D c ft such that p(D) « 1.
Evidently D and g(D) have the same internal cardinality, so we may extend

g to an internal bijection from ft onto ft. By Lemma 2.1 there exists a

measurable set E with 0 < L(p)(E) < 1 and L(p)(EAg(E)) - 0. Moreover,

L(p)(EAf(E)) < L(p)(E8g(E)) + L{p){g{E)Af(E)) = 0,

completing the proof that / is not ergodic.   □

Problem 2.3. Does the probability space (ft, L(ft), L(p)) have any ergodic
transformations?

3. AN APPENDIX ON CAPACITIES

Let ft be an internal set and let y be an internal paving on ft; that is, y

is an internal subset of *P(ft) that contains 0 and is closed under (standardly)

finite unions and intersections. Suppose further that <P: y -> *E is an internal

mapping that is increasing and strongly subadditive. That is, for any A, B e y,

(i) AcB implies ®(A) < <J>(5);
(ii) <&{A U B) + <&(A n B) < <b{A) + <D(2?).

In this situation, consider the external function st(<J>(v4)) that maps y into

the extended real numbers. (If a is an infinite number in *E, then we take

st(a) = +oo if a > 0 and st(a) = -oo if a < 0.) It has been shown by

Bertossi [2] and independently by the second author [14] that st(0(^)) can be

extended to a Choquet y-capacity on ft, and it is this result that we need,

in a somewhat improved form, for the main argument in this paper. To prove
this fact, they observe that st(^>(^4)) is increasing and strongly subadditive, and

also that it is continuous on increasing sequences from y whose union is also

in y. This latter fact is an obvious consequence of the hypothesis that the

nonstandard model is Ni -saturated. They then apply Choquet's fundamental
extension theorem (see [4] or [12]) to complete the proof.

This result and its proof generalize Loeb's [11], in which the Caratheodory

extension theorem was used to extend the standard part of an internal finitely

additive measure to a a -additive measure on a ct-algebra of sets. This measure

construction, which yields the class of measures that are now known as the Loeb

measures, is one of the most useful and important tools in nonstandard analysis,

and we believe that this Choquet capacity version of the construction will also

prove to be extremely useful.

In this appendix we sketch an easier and more elementary proof that there is

an y-capacity / on ft that extends s\(<b(A)). An advantage of this argument

is that our definition of / is much simpler than the one that comes out of the

general theory. We are able to work with this simpler definition (which would

not be correct for the general situation) because we make fuller use of the Ni-

saturation hypothesis than was done in [2, 14]. (For an expository treatment

of the Loeb measure construction that is similar in its approach to the more

general argument given in this section, see [10].)
Recall that a set X is capacitable (with respect to a paving y and an y-

capacity /) provided I(X) is the supremum of the numbers 1(E), where E
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ranges over subsets of X that are countable intersections of elements of y.

Choquet's Capacitability Theorem [4, 12] asserts that every y-analytic set is
capacitable.

Theorem 3.1. Let ft, y, and Q> be as above. For each subset XofQ (whether

external or internal) define I(X) = inf{st(0(£,))|Z c E c ft and E e y}.
77zew

(a) / « a strongly subadditive Choquet ^-capacity on ft;

(b) if XcQ. is capacitable, then I(X) = sup{st(<D(£))|£ cX and Ee^}.
In particular, this equation is true if X is ^-analytic (i.e., X can be obtained

from sets in y by use of the Souslin operation).

Proof, (a) Note that for any E e &, 1(E) = st(<D(£)) since st(<D(£)) is
increasing on y. Clearly / is increasing, and an easy approximation argument

shows that it is strongly subadditive as well.

Next we observe that if {£„} is a decreasing sequence of sets from y, then

/(P|£„)=inf /(£„).

Indeed, fix a standard real number e > 0 and choose E e y that satisfies

[\EncE and 1(E) < I(f]E„) + e . The ^-saturation hypothesis implies that

there must exist a standard integer m with Em c E. Hence infnI(En) <

I(f]En) + e. Since e was arbitrary, this proves inf„/(£„) < I(f]En). The

desired equality follows immediately because / is increasing.

It remains to prove that for every increasing sequence {Xn} of subsets of
ft,

/(U*„)= sup/(*„).

Because / is increasing, we need only prove the inequality < . Let a be the

extended real number defined by setting a - supnI(Xn). For the moment

assume -oo < a < oo . Let e be an arbitrary standard positive real number, and

choose a strictly increasing sequence {£„} of standard real numbers that satisfy

0 < e„ < e for all «eN. Let 8„ = e„ - e„-\ for each n . Choose Fn € y so

that Xn c Fn and I(F„) < I(X„)+8„ for each n . Put En = F{ U- • -UF„ so that
{En} is an increasing sequence and X„ c En for each n . One proves easily by

induction on n that I(E„) < I(X„) +e„. By the Ni-saturation hypothesis, we

may extend {En\n e N} to an internal sequence {i^ll < n < H) for H an

infinite integer. Without loss of generality we may assume that £„e7 for all

n and that En c Em for all n < m (with 1 < n < m < H).
Note that for all standard integers n we have

st(<D(£„)) = I(En) < I(Xn) + en<a + en<a + e.

Since a + e is a standard real number, this implies that ®(E„) < a + e for all

standard n . Hence there exists an infinite integer N < H so that Q>(E„) < a+e

holds for all n in the interval 1 < n < N. But then E = En is in y and

satisfies U^« C E and 0(£) < a + e. This shows that I(\JX„) < a + e for
every standard e > 0, and hence

l(\JXn)<a = supI(Xn).
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If a = oo, there is nothing to prove. If a = -oo, then a slight modification of

the saturation argument just given is needed. This completes the proof that /

is an y-capacity on ft.

(b) Suppose that X is a capacitable subset of ft. Capacitability of X means

that for each standard real number a < I(X) there exists a decreasing sequence

of sets {En\n e N} c y that satisfies f]E„ c X and a < I(f]En). The

Ni -saturation hypothesis implies that we may extend the given sequence to an

internal sequence {En\l < n < H) in y, where H is an infinite integer.

By decreasing H if necessary (but keeping H infinite) we may ensure that

En D Em whenever 1 < n < m < H. By the choice of {E„} we know

that a < I(E„) = st(<S>(En)) and hence a < ®(En) for all standard n e N.

Hence there exists an infinite integer N < H such that a < 0(£jv). Then

EN C f]{En\n € N} c X and a < st(<$(EN)) = I(EN). Since a was an
arbitrary standard real number < I(X), this shows that X can be approximated

from within by sets from y in the desired way. (In the trivial case where

I(X) = -oo, we just approximate X from inside by 0 .) For the last statement

in (b), we note that it is well known that all y-analytic sets are capacitable for

any Choquet y-capacity (see [4, 12]).   □
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